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I. A Description of the Small Schools Project

In spite of a century of Ins6lidation efforts, very small

schools are still the primary mode of education for rural

children, especially in the Midwest and Far West. Nearly 6000

small schools serve the country children of the United States.

k
Mit remarkably,Uttle is known about these very small schools.

Researchers have tended to focus on larger settings; teachers

and administratois are trained to think in terms of urban/

suburban models of education. In the meantime, small schools

struggle along, trying (or not:trying) to\work out unique

methods of operation to meet their unique needs. They have had

little help.
4

'In l979, the National Institute of Education funded a.project

intended to Abed some light on the particular problems and needs

of small rural schools. Called the Small Schools Project, this

researcji effort was intended to gather some ,basic informatipu

about small rural scOols and toeback up statistical datayith

some indepth case studies which would illuminate the particular

c1aracter {stics of small rural schools in different parts' of the

country. The National Rural Center, which ran the project,r

accessto the existing statistics and studies of small rural

I

schools. These were so meagre, however, that the Center designed p
11111

its awn survey to gather more data from a random sample of small

rural schools.

P
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The Survey

The prbject4was designed to investigate very small rural

schools, small enough that some organizational and pedagogical

accomodaotion had to be made tp meet the constraints of smallness.

For this reason, we restricted the survey pool to public schools

in rural, areas whose enrollments fell within the following limits:

1) Elementary schools with fewer than 15 puPils pei grade

2) High schools with fewer than 200 pupils .

3) K-12' (or 1-12) schools. or districts with fewer than 300

pupils in all grades

Schools in thts size range are not evenly distributed across

the United States.' Table 1 gives the national distribution of

schools which fit our criteria and Table 2 breaks down these

data by school type: Is these tables make clear, the Midwestern

states'account for most of the very small rural schools, aid the

Eastern states account for the fewest.

/

TABLE 1
.

National Distribution of Small Schools

Region % of all schools .

Northeast 5.7

'Southeast 5.9

North Central ri

West . 22.5

6 Plaing 59.8
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TABLE 2

Distribution of Small Schools by Region and School Type

Region Elementary

Number of Schools

+IVK-12High School

Northeast 179 9 153

Southeast 181 101 73

North Central l'9 110 73

West

Plains

745

1598.

334

1094

263

877

To draw the surrey sample, we randomly selected sixty schools

frpm each of the cells in Table 2 (with the exeption of Northeastern

high schools,'where we selected Ml nine). To each school we sent

5-04
three different types of questionnaires: one or two Teacher ,

Questionnaires (two to the small K-12.schools, with a request that

one be given to a teadher of primarily secondary-age students),
an

OF,

Administrator Questionnaire, and a School Board Member Questpnnaire.

ti
All questionnaires were mailed to the building, principal, with

instructions to 'Zomplete and return the Administrator Questionnaire,

and give the others to that teacher and board member whoi he or she

believed would most conscientiously_sc4lete and return the survey..

The three questionnaires, intended to gather basic statistics,

general information and attitudinfl data, were desired by a research

group composed of rural education specialists, a survey researcher,

and an advisory group consisting of rural people from several parts

of the country who had differing interests in rural education e.g,

14

AA.
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a principal, a. superintendent, a staff devdlopment coordinator,

a leader of a parent" group, a rural schools lobbyist, a school_

board member, e.tc). The questionnaire was pilot-tested, revised,

and then sent out in final form in February, 1980.

Characteristics.of the survey instruments are outlined in

Table 3, Copies are available on request from the principal

investigator.

TABLE 3

Survey Instrument Characteristics

Survey Number of Items Pages Approx. Time to Complete

Teacher 164 , 13 -0.40 min..

Administrator 237 20 1 fir.

School Board 182 14 30 min.

\LI
The response rates,were low, but consistent across the five

regions. The final response rate, after a minimum of two follow-up

calls,to each non-respdriding school or district, was 387. Table 4

indicates the pattern of response.

r
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TABLE 4

Response Rates
. I

_ t Adjusted '.._
.

A No. Surveys No. ' N`0 Response
Group Miled Ret

...
urned Discarded Rate q

Teacherp 1149 485 7 41.6%
....0 , 6

Administrators 849 358 5 41.6%

School Board 849 253 2 29.6%

Total '2847 1016 14 38.0%

Because the response rate was low, we conducted a final

telephone survey of the non-responding administrators, who were

asked to answer selected questions orally. .We found no consistent

4
pattern of difference between the resplidiag and non-responding

administrators, and thus feel that our data are reasonably' character-
.

istic of small rural schools in general. (Sae Chapter 8, "Report

on Sample Check.")

A first -order analysis of the data gathered from the survey

(including a detailed report on the final sample check) has been

izicorporated in a series of.profiles, included here. There are six

repor ts iq,.tl Profile Package: thd Teacher Profile, the School

Board Profile, the Admtplis.trator Profile, the School Profile, the

Community Profile and the Report on the Sample Check. .

tr
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The Case Studies

The su rvey data provided us with,a broad view of the small

, . .

rural school. For a deeper investigation of the strengths,
Vs

vroblems, and concerns of small-scale education; we chose eight

,
I /sites for case study examination. These sites were not selected i

..
.

4

, randomly. Instead, the principal investigator,, in conjunction

with the case studytrtter, called rural. experts in differen$

regions of the country to request assistance in generating a list

of small ru ral schools with certain specific.chafacteristics:

1) an enrollment within tie limits of the survey pool

2)'a budget which does not include any major federdl grants

or other extraordinary funding sources
0

3). a conscious appling with some of the problems or issues

of concern to small schools, e.g. consolidation pressures,

multi-age grouping, vocational education in a small setting;

organizing multiple course offerings from small student

populations.

Once the list was generated, the principal investigator and

the case study writer called each school on the'list, to gather .

more detail on the issues of concern in that district. The final

selection of schools in each region was based on the Following

triteria:.accessibiiity (in terms of the villingnesssof the adminis-

trator to cooperate with the Project and to provide us with access

to people in the school and community); contribution to the variety

Nly
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of social,.economic and geographic settings we wanted to

encompass in the case studies; and the characteristic quality of

the problem or issue with which the district was attempting

deal. These decisions were made quite subjectively, with an e ye

.
,

to representing a range of small rural schools (as this, range

.
\

was reflected in the survey results and in the experience of the
,...

principal investigator, the case writers and the advisory`

committee} .

Ultimately, eight case study sites were chosen. Table 5
.

indicates some characteristics represented by these eight: sites.'

, Once the case, study schools were selected, site visits were

' planned and executed'. Two investigators visited each site; the

writer. spent a fill school week in the school and its client

community5 while the second investigator, who served as "check,"

r tayed for two or three days on site. The principal investigator

visited each site, either as case writer or as 'check,." In

each case, the investigators conferied extensively before the

case study dtaft was completed.

The case studies., once drafted, will b checked for factual

accuracy withodthe site administrators, critiqued by members o5

le
1- the Advisory Group, redrafted, and edited. At that.point, they

.40.".""
will be ready for circulation end for incorporation into a full- ,

1 *.

length book manuscript which will include complex analysis of the

survey data, the case studies, and an, interpretive overview of the

project results. Thr§ mantiscript.should be'completed by January 1,

1982, and,should beimiblished by the end of the year.

(
110,
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TABLE 5

Case Study Sites' Characteristics

Name of Type of Economic Other
School Region School Base Characteristics

. .

Tourism White/Affluent
Amana, Manufacturing' Formerly a Religious
Iowa Plains b K-12 .Farming Communal-Society

A

Black/White
Arkansas Paper Company Mi4ted Economic Status
City, Commuting (mostly poor)
Ark. South, K-12 farming Integrated School

Arnold, Ranching
Neb'. Plains K-12 Farming White/Affluent

#
.1White

clinch
/ Relatively poor e.

..Valley,
k.

Farming I Isolated mountain
Tenn./ South K-12

. ,

Commuting cilmmunity -

.

White/Afflubnt
Isolated ranch
communities

ClisteN., 46 Without central lk

Countyb viliAge
I

:Montana West 1-8 ' ...ranching One-room schools
/I

...
V .

Ranching Predominantly
Encino, South- Extraction "Hispanic''
N114M. west K-r2: industry \., Mixed Economic Status

White \--,""-
Potter / Relatively Affluent
Valley; Computing Many recent
Ca. West . K-12 t Farming immigrants

.4. .

e.

White
Mixed Economic Status

Temple, North- Many recent
N._H. east 1 -G Commuting immigrants

f

12
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4 II. About the Profiles
. ,

I

.

...,

Table 2 illustrapd that most of the. nation's small schools
....._ / q

I

are concentrated in the Western and Midwestern states. To

ensure that bta a valid ary data for each of the five

geographical fegions, therefOre, we systematically Zversampled'

the outer three regions.

In analyzing and compiling the data for these pror. les,

however, we were interested in national statistic's, 'o we

wieighted the sample to reflect the nationals distribution of

small schools. Sample w)ighting and data analysis were done

using the SPSS statistical package (Nie, et al., 1975).

pecause the samples were weighted, summary tables in the

*) profiles give relatiVe percentages of respondents in various,

catesories4te.g: "13.5% of the teachers have never married;

. . at80.3% are preuntly married"), but not absolute numbers. 4
41,

Absolute numbers would yield little additional information;

they are pimply calculated automatically by the computer to

fit the percentages given in the tables. Table 4 gives response

rates; questionnaires from 478 teachers, 353 administYatorst and
V.

251 school board members provided the data fOr these Pi-dfiles.

Response rates did not vary by geographical region.
.., -

In the Rrofiles,ve have given nonresponse rates for

itdivdual questions when these'rateS exceeded 5%.

4i V

1 )t.
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III. Teacher Profile

-

1. Their Personal Backgrounds

36.1% of the teachers in our weighted sample 63.8%
are female. The mtority are 40 or younger/

fi

TABLE 6

Age Distribution of Teachers

Age (Years)

4

To.30 31-40 41-50 504.

Percent 30.5 36.7 /6.6 -16.2
I *

More than 807.. of the teachers are presently married (Table 7).

9

TABLE 7

Marital Status of Teachers F

e
Marital Status

13.5

80.3
643

Never married
Married
Divorced, other

The r position of this study sample is almost exclusively
Caucasian,/ _ a% of the teachers who gave their race said "white;"
2% listed some other race.

Table 8 presents details on where these teachers "grew up. 79.8%
grew up fh the country, in small towns, and in cities of less
than 10,000 people.

14
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TAT 8

Where the Teachers Grew Up

zWhere grew up
my,

Open country or farm 43.8
Village 19.4

Small town (2.5K to ldK) 16.6 ).

Small city (10K to 50K) . 7.2

Medium city (50K to 250K) 5,4

Suburb near large city 2.9
Large city (250K+) 4.6

The majority of small-school teachers live in the communities in
whick they teach (Table 9)', but a large number (39.1%) do not.

ts,

TABLE 9

Where the teachers LiVe

Where live

In community
Outside, community

60.3
39.1

41.

2. Their Professional Backgrounds

Most teachers (71.4%) in this sample do not have a master's degree.

When asked if they had any training appropriate to teaching in
small schools, prior to beginning their present job, 64% answered
"no." Of those that said "yes," most described rural "experiences,"
or teaching (and student teaching) in other small schools.

The sample includes, teachers with a wide rangp of teaching experience.
Tables 10 and 11 present statistics for the questions, "How long
have you been a teacher here?," and "How much of your teaching
experience has been in a school the size of this one?" A large
number of teachers have taught in their present school for 3-9 years.
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,TABLE 10

f

,.How Long Teachers Have Been at Their Schools

Hol.7 long teacher here- 7.

Less than 2 years 22.1
3 to 9 years 45.0
10 or mere years . 52.8

tr.

TABLE 11

:Teaching Experience in Schools This Size

Howl long teacher in school this size %

A
2 .years or less 48.6
3 to 9 years., 27.4
19 or more years 24'.0

s

3. What They Do

1 I,

Table 12 outlines our findings relative to how many grade levels
teachers in small schools are responsible for. We broke the
sample doWVinto four groups: 1) Teachers in small K-12 schools
,(< 300 students) whoAeach junior high and high school grades.
2) Teachers in small high schools ( < 200 students). 3) Teachers

small K-1.2 schoolS'who teach elementary grades. 4) Teachers
n small eI4mentary schools ( < 15 students per grade).

In summary: 1)Vey few, high school teachers in small K-12
schools deal with only one or two grade levels at a time.
2) In small high schools, most teachers work with three to five
grades,. 3) Most elementary teachers in small K-12 sclioois work
with only one or two '&ade levels. 4) Teachers ifi small elementary
schoolsmay deal with any number of grades.

Ilk
IC
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TABLE 12

Number of Grades Taught by One Teacher

High School, Grades Elementary Grades

Number of Grades K-12 School Other K-12 School Other

1-2

3-5
.

6+

4.1%
50.0

\45.0

11.8%
73.5

16.9

84.3%
13.1

2.5

46.6%
26.5

26.8

Respondents were asked, "What subjects do you teach" We coded
and entered as many as three subjects by broad category (e.g.,
"Science: biology, chemistry, physics, earth science, etc.;"
;Math: algebra, trigonometry, geometry, calculus, etc."),
99% gave one s'ubject& 47% listed subjects in two or more different
categories (for example, music and social studies); 15% listed
three or more areas.

Junior high .and high school teachers who do not stay with the same
group of students all day were asked how many different prepar-
ations they needed each day and what the average number of pupils
is in their ckasses. Table 13 shows no significant differences
in the responses of teachers in high schools and K-12 schools
relative to numAr of prepdrations. Table 14 presents statistics
deU.ing with class size. c

TABLE 13

Number of Preparations Per Day

School Type
Number of

-..., Preparations K-12 4:11,gh School Other High School

,0. 0-5 62.2% 69.4%,x ,, k6-10 35.6 26.1
11+ 3.0 3.6

e

17
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TABLE IN

o Class Sizes

) Class Size School Type
--/ (Number Of

Students) K-12 High School' Other Nigh School

1-15

16-20
21+

q

66,9%

27.8
6.0'

60.4%

20.7

18.5

Table 15 shows how small-school teachers spend their work week.
A median 25 hours per week iss.spent teaching in their major area.
Note that although zero hours per week (median) are spent
teaching outside the major area," the table reports a mean of
4 hours per week: indication that some teachers spehd a considerable
amount of time teachipg outside.their major area. This does not
necessarily support the notion that many small-school teachers
are forced to teach in .areas for which they are ngt prepared:
recall that 47% listed at least two areas of certification.

As one might expect, there is a gre deal of variation. A high
school football coach in Nebraska spend 'twenty hours each
week coaching student athletes; 'elementary teachers in rural Oregon,
on the other hand, may do no coaching whatsoever. The first two
columns in Table 15 give average number of hours per week spent
by teachers in each activity. Teachers in small schools send a
mean of 20.4 worl'ing;hours\per week engaged in activities other
than'teaching. 4

4. How They Keep in Tguch

When asked "Have you had any in-service training.while at this
schdol which you think v6as particularly appropriate for teaching
in small scHogls like yours?,". 65.8% said "yes." Most .of the
programs described were, workshops. There were however, occasional
descriptions of curriculum projects and other programs.

lany small-school teachers work in areas physically distant from
collegp,offering courses for teachers. 36.2% are 31-60 miles
from such a college, and 31.211w9rk more than 60 miles away.
In some parts of the country, these distances effectively remove
teachers from access to advanced educational opportunities; in

18
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TABLE 15

Teacher TimerBudget: Hours Per Week in Various Activities

Median
Time

Activity (Hours)

Mean
Time

(Hours)

% of Teachers
Spending 1/2 Hour

or More Per Week'

Teaching in major area 25 21.71 96.4
Preparing/cortecting student

work 0 10 11.23 99.0
Supervising playground,

halls, etc. 2 3.04 84.8
Advising student activities 1.81 50.1
Advising students - personal

mattirs 1 1.65 65.9
Attending community events 1 1.65 57.5
Informal staff meetings 1 1.34 71.8
Handing admilistrative

paperwork 1.05 51.2
Formal staff meetings 1 )0158 51.3

1-Teaching outside major area 0 4.07 41.0
Coaching athletes 0 1.80 19.1
Other activities 1.08 15.3
Chaperoning student.events, 1.06 43.1
Maintaining school facilities 0 0.81 32.0
Meeting parents in school 0 0.63 46.3
Driving school bus 0 0.51 9.9'
Teaching assocttion activities 0 0.50 32.7
Inservice education 0 0.44 21.5

Total = 53.31 llours (not including

V a

out -of- school

community events.)

other plaCes-(especfally the Plains%aQd the non-mountain West
and Southwest), teachers are well - accustomed, to traveling sixty
miles and more for many kinds of goods and services. Most (60.5%)
feathers see colleagues from other schools at least several times a
year. 20.9% said theysaw teachers from elsewhere yearly. 18 ..717.---

)said they did this even less frequently than that.

te"

40.7% of the teachers feel that their school does a poor job
offering staff development programs. Less than 30% feeIthat
their school does a good job in this area. (6.1% did-not respond.)

Furthermore, when asked hciw satisfied they were with their oppor-
tunities to interact with other education prOfessionaIs, 31%
expressed dissatisfaction. ,37% said that they were satisfied.

19
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About the same percentage of teachers (35.6%) feel that most
teachers in their school feel professionally isolated. (4.0%
did not respond.)

5. Their Perceptions of Their Jobs

We begin this section with a brief look at the teacLing philosophies
o f teachers in small schools. We asked teachers to indicate their
level of agreement or disagreement with several statements about-
the nature of in-schobl learning and socialization. The results
are presented in Figure 1.

In general, small-school teachers believe that children, who fill
a variety of roles in school develop more self-esteem than those
who do not.. They feel that children liho go to school in their, own
communities learn to be better citizens than those who go to
school elsewhere. And they believe that teachers can make better
educational decisions when they know the family backgrounds of
their students.

There is also evidence suggesting that they believe that children
who face considerable competition from their peers learn more than) .

those who don't; and that, in a good peer- teaching programl children
can learn just as much fromIone another as they can from a teacher.
Subscription to these somewhat contradictory themes of competition
and cooperation indicate that these teachers feel that the active
presence of peers is important in the learning process, in more
than one way. ti

However, we I4ceived
.

a very lukewarm response to the statement
"Children who'go to school with the same group of students year
after year learn tp cooperate better than those who have different
children in their classes each year," We also received a -

relatively neutral response to the statement that students learn
-considerably tore in multiple-age greupings th'an in siig1e-age
classrooms.-

I

Finally, we found a spectrum of opinions on the statement, "Children
who go to school in small communities tecid to learn little about
people different from theta." Most people were either in agreement
or disagreement (i.e.,,-. did not cheac 1-ie middle of the pcale), but*
they were about equally diVided.

In addition Co qu estions about the classroom philosophies of

, '

teachers, we were interested in their more global views on the
purpose of schooling. We asked teacher\to indicate (from a choice .

of five) what they felt was the most.impdVtant future-for wh1ch their
school should prepare its average mare and female students. The
re6ults are shown in Table 16.
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Statement

q.

50

5Q,

IA

[0

Children who fill a variety of roles in school develop
more self esteem than those who do not.'""1-01

Yhildren who to school in their own community learn

//

go

to be better citizens than'those who go elsewhere.

Wnen the children's family backgrounds are known,
teachers can make better educational decisions.

0

50 f.

0

50

,

0

Students who face considerable competition from peers
learn more than those who do not.

In a good peer-teaching program, children can learn as
much from one another as from a teacher.

41.

.

Children who go to school with same peers year ader year
)earn to cooperate better than those who do not.

Strongly Strongly
agree disagree

I

Students learn mor;.,,in multiple -age groupings than in
single-age classroor

Children vin6 go to school in small communittes tend to
learn little about Reople different from themselves.

Figure.4. Teaching philosophies.
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TABLE 16

Most Important Male and Female FutOres

rt

Females Males Future

J

38.2% 39.6k No Response
21.2

(
12.0 Marriage.and family life

4.6 7.3 Work in the community
17.6 21.7 Work outside the community
10.9 5.8 Liberal arts college
7.5 13.5 ' Vocational college

It should be noted that a very large number of teachers were
dissatisfied with this question; nearly 40% either did not
answer it or checked more than one of the choicest For that
reason, the,responses -should be taken with a heaping teaspoon of
salt. Additionally, we noted that many of thp invalidi(i.e.,
more than one choice checked) responses made the same choices for
both males and females, a fac'cor which, if coded, would tend to
smooth outmale-femalesdifferences.

We asked teachers to indicate heir satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
with a number of aspects of t*ir jobs. These results are summarized
in Figure 2.

These measures indicate that these teachers are, in general, satisfied
with a number of aspects of their jobs. Nevly all teachers are

' quite satisfied with the degree of autonomy they have in deciding
curricular matters, with the opportunities they have tb devel0 close
personal relatioiships with students (and the quality of student-
teacher relat onships in general), with student discipline, and with
the length of their commute to work.

Not as strongs but still noticeable, are general,feelings of
satisfaction regarding the time they spend at school and school
-functions, and regaHing the school facilities.

With the exception of the earlier-discussed issue of opportunities
to interact with other education professionals, the only one of
these areas in which satisfaction was not predominant was "Pay
relative to cost-,of living." .

One of our questions was open,- tended, and asked teachers to name
the two things in their schools that make.i. t especially easy
be an effective teacher, and the two things that make it especially
difficult to be ah_affectiye 'teacher.
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Autonomy in choosing teaching materials/
deciding curriculum mattrs

.Pay relative to cost of living

4

Time you spend at school an' School functions.

School facilities

Length of commute to work

Student discipline

Quality4of student-teacher relations

Opportunity to develop close personal
relationships with studentt

Very

Dissatisfied

Figure 2. Job satisfaction.
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A great many ttachers offered responses to the first part of the
question which could be-classified under thtlee general headings
(for a more complete listing, see Tables 17 and 18.) They are:
1) Close interaction among parents, taclierS;ancls.tuden4. Also
classified here were responses klavihg to do with knowing students
personally, and'knowing their backgrounds. 2)a mall class size''
and opportunities for individualized instruction. 3., Cooperation
among education professionals (administrators, teachers, etc.);
team spirit. Also often mentioned were: 4) Fl4ibility/freedom,
and 5) Lack of discipline problems/effective management of
discipline prpblems.

We did not find such general agreement among the teachers about
what made it difficult to be effecti0e. For one thing, there was
a lower rate bf response for this question: 14.5% gave no answer
whatsoever, and 18.2% gave only one response. (The corresponding

- rates for the "what makes it easy" question were 5.0% and 12.4%.)
Many teachers; it appears, simply could not think of anything
that made it especially difficult to be an effective teacher, or did
not care to say so.

47.We broke responses down into ten categories, but only two specific
categories accounted for more than 10% of the responses. Complaints
of inadequate facilities /supplies made up 13.1% of the responses.
10.4%,compleined of too many preparations or the difficulties of -

dealing with more than one grade level at a time. All other
specific categories accounted for less than 6%. .The general
heading, "Other," holds almost 30% of the responses, an extremely
varied collection of complaints ranging from lack of parental
support, and the lack of field trips (due to distances), to "no.
dutyfree lunch."

In summary, smallschool teachers share opinions on what makes
their job easy, but the factors making them difficult appear to
be di erne,

.
6. Their Perceptions of Their Students

I

We have already seen, via ,issues Like studentteacher relation
phips and school discipline, a-little evidence of how smallschool
teachers view their .students. Figurds'3 and 4 illustrate teacher
perceptions of one characteristic of students: their problems.

Because we predicted that responbes would vary by school type
(one shocked efementary teacher queried, "Sex problems? In second
grade ?; "), we have broken the responses down by level into
elementary, high schools, and K-12 schools.

2 4
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TABLE 17

Why East to be an Effective Teacher Here

Reason

'Close interaction -

Small classes, individual instruction, 4'
28.8,

peer teaching 17:5 .

Team spirit; cooperation, administration support 15.9
Fewdiscipline problems 6.5 %

Freedom, flexibility . t ' 6.5
Adeqbate materials, facilities 3.4
Reduced bureaucracy 1.2
Assistance (aides-, community help). 0.8, '
Other 8.1

# .

Gave only one reason 4

VI
12.4

Gave no reason 5.0
I

A TABLE 18

Why Difficult to be an Effective Teacher Here

Reason

Inadequate facilitiesVsupplies. . 13.1
Multi-class subjects, too many preparations 10.4
Lack of student motivation 5.9
Small budget 5.8
Excessive interaction (gosap,., parental pressure) 4.9
Profes*ional isolation -

4.1
Lack of support personnel 2.5

1.$Teaches, administpation turnover t 0.3
Other 29.6

Gave only one reason 18.2
Gave no reason 14.5

c
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iiBefore loo ing at specific problems, it is worth comparing the
distributions. Note that for many of the questions, the
distributions are very similar among the three school types.
What differences do occur (note especially "alcoholism," "sex-
related," and'illack of educational goals"), the K-12 responses
tend to resemble responses from the high schools more than the
elementary schools, probably because the answers reflect whole -
school conditions.

I2 4

Most teachers in small schools perceive no problems regarding
teacher safety, strt safety, or group conflicts. Issues of
parental support, motivation, and educational goald are perceived as

), more troublesome; "lack of motivation" was listed as a serious
problem more frequently than any of the other ,twelve areas.

Generally, drug use, alcoholism, and sex-related problems are
considered nonexistent or minimal in small elementary schools.

7. .Their Perceptions of Their Schools

What do small-school teachers think of their schools? As a first
step in addressing this complex question, it is instructive to
look at the teaching resources that they have at their disposal.
We asked teachers to indicate the availability and use of a number
of teaching resources in their schools; the results are summarized
in Table 19.

Over 75% of the teachers said that their schools have and use
reference books, a library, teacher-made materials, non-textual
printed materials, and films;,50-75% of the teachers said, that
their schools have and use guidance services, the out-of-doors,
field trips, programmed learning materials, and support teachers/
aides; 25-50% use mobile libraries, activity centers, television
broadcasts, videotapes, professionals shared among schools, and
community.rekurces. less than one-fourth of the schools reported
use of internships/community work experiences, team teaching,
radio broadcasts, community studies programs, computer terminals,
and interactive television.

We asked each teacher to rate his or her school on the job it does
in a number of areas. The results are summarized in Table 20. In
general, most teachers feel that their school does a good job
teachitg the basic skills and maintaining good discipline. About
60% of the teachers believe that their school does a good job:
fostering good communication between teachers, students, and parents;
keeping the curriculum up-toeate; and controlling drug and alcohol
abuse.

28
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TABLE 19

Resource Availability and 1,14

Don't Use Don't HaveResource Have, Use Have,

Library 87.1% 9.2% 315%
Reference books 85.6 13.1 1.1
Teacher-made materials 85.3 4 12.2 2.5
Films 82.9 15.4 1.6
Non-text printed materials 81.9 13.3 4.8
Programmed learning materials 60.5 25.5 14.0
Support teachers/sides 59.9 11.8 28.3
Field trips 58.9 32.3 8.0
Guidance services 54.3 18.4 26.6
Out-of-doors' 49.6 35.6 14.8
Community resources 49.5 27:4 22.5
Videotapes 42.6 15.8 41.4
Television broadcasts 38.8 13.6 ,47.6
Sharing professionals among

, schools 35.0 15.9 48.6 d
Activity centers 28.8 13.2 57.2
Mobile library 26.7 8.1 65.2
Student contracts 26.2 '15.9 57.9
Internshipz-i- community work

experience 20.5 12.2 67.0
Radio broadCasts 18.6 19.7 61.7 '
Team teaching 14.1 10.9 74.9
Community studies program 12.0 15.1 72.3
Computer terminals 10.0 4.7 85.2
Interactive television 5:8 5.8 87.7

About half the teachers feel that their schools do a good job keeping
facilities up-to-date, and offering each student the program he or
she needs.

Fewer than half the teachers lauded their schdol's assistance of
students in making decisions about their personal lives, making
realistic career choices, and preparing them to be capable parents.
Only 40.9% of the 'teachers.feel that,,Eheir schools develop Innovative
curriculum materials well. But the worst grades in this area came
in the area of staff development: Over 40% of the teachers feel that
their schools do a poor job offering staff development programs.

Ay`
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TABLE 20

Teacher Ratings of Their Schools

poorly
IrHow welloes is school. .

9 Well

Teach basic skills 81.5% 3.4%
Maintain goodUiscipline 73.2 9.1
Keep c*Ticulum up-to-date 66.4 9.1
Control drug and alcohol abuse 62.8 13.4
Keep facilities up-to-date 59.8 19.5
Foster good communic4ion between teachers,

students, and parents 59.1 14.9
Offer each student the program he or she needs 50.4 15.3
Assist students to make constructive decisions

about their persona'l lives 46.0 18.9
Assist students to make realistic-career choices 45.8 17.3'
Develop innovative curricplum materials 40.9 27.0
Preparp students to be ,calikble parents 32.7 24.0
Offer elective staff development programs 29.7 43.3

t

We askedasked teachers about the strengths and weaknesses of their 'schools.
Table 21 gives the percentages of teachers that felt a particular
area was an outstanding strength or a considerable weakness in their
schools (these categories are the extremes of a 5-choice scale).

The five greatest strengths of small Schools, according to the people
who teach in them are: ;ePersonal attention given to students,
2) Relaxed atmosphere, 3) Teacher=spdent relationships, 4) The
quality of teaching, and *) Sch,661 discipline.

The area most frequently listed as a weakness was "Exposure offstudents
to a variety. of people and social settings." Other areas chosen as
"considerable weaknesses" more than ten percent of the time were
vocational training (for jobs bOth in and outside the community),
school facilities, parent participation, and surprisingly, flexibility
of curriculum and scheduling. The last area, it is worth noting, was
also frequently listed as an outstanding strength.

8. Their Perceptions of Their Fellow Teache rs.-

In Table 21, we saw,that many teachers view favorably the quality of
teaching in their schools. We asked teachers, other questions about
their teaching colleagues:

30
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TABLE 21

Te;cheri(atings: Strengths and Weaknesses of Their Schools

Outstanding
Area Rated Strength

Considerable
Weakness

Personal attention given to students 59%9%. 0.7%
Relaxed atmosphere 49.3 1.0
Student-teacher relittionships 47.3 0.8
Quality of teaching 34.2 1.2
School discipline 32.9 6.8
Flexibility of curriAlum and scheduling 31.4 8.5
Student opportunities for leadership 28.5 5.3
School - community relationships 28.4 5.3
School facilities

, 26.2 12.4
4

Extra-curricular programs, including sports 24.0 7.7,4

Academic-preparation for college 19.6 10.2
School curriculum 16.7 3.2
Parent participation 15.9 9.8
Vocational training for jobs in the

community 10.0 L7.0
Vocational, training for jobs outside the

community 9.3 20.7
Exposure of students to a variety of, people

and social settings 4.7 32.8

Are most teachers here from rural communities? 66.2% said "yes."
Many, but not.oall, small school are primarily staffed by teachers
who grew up in rural areas.

Did most teachers here student-teach in a large town or city?
45.3% said "yes." 14.9% said "no." (Since the responses were deices
on a scale, many fell in the middle.)

Are most of the classes in this school taught by teachers who are
fully credentialed in that area or grade? 85.8% said "yes."

Do most teachers here feel competent to fulfill their vsfrious roles?
89.7% said "yes."

Do most teachers here feel professionally isolated? 37.1% said "yes."
Even fewer,'18.2%, said that they feel personally isolated.
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Are most teachers respected ap professivnals'in this community?
68.9% said "yes." ,

Finally, would most teachers here prefer to teach in a larger sEho'ol
or district? Only 12.5% answered affirmatively; 68.0% said "no."

9. Their Perceptions of Their Communities

An impertant component of small-school teacher pe /ceptions is how
. they view their communities. -In general, teachers in small schools

are satisfied with the degree to whiCh they are accepted by their
communities, with their housing, and with the presence of peers in
the community; and dissatisfied with their community's shopping
facilities and cultural/educational opportunities. In other areas --

,privacy, parent involvement in the school, recreational opportunities --
we found no-clear-cut trends. Table 22 gives the percentages.

TABLE 22

Teacher Perceptions-of Their Communities

Aspects of the Community Percent
Satisfied

Percent
Dissatisfied,

Acceptance by the community 73.0 7.8
Housing 52.2 21.7
Presence of peers 48;2 15.0
Parent involvement in school' 42.9 31.4
Recreational opportunities- 30.7 40.7
Lack of privacy 32.5 30.4
Shopping facilities 18.7 18.6
Cultural/educational opportunities 16.4 58.5

4
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IV. Administrator Profile

1. Their Personal Backgrounds

Most small-school principals are male (Table 23). Women, however,
make up 40.3% of ettrUnrary school administrators.

TABLE 23
.7

Male/Female Distribution by School Type

4
Male
Female

School Type

K-12 Elementary High School

96.8%

3.2

59.7%. 94.6%
40.3 5.4

2

Most'of the administrators are between the ages of 31 and 50 years old
(Table 24).

TABLE 24

Age of Respondents

Less than 30 years 7.4
31 to 40 years 47.2
41 tp 50 years 29.3
51 to 60 ,gears 12.2
Older than 60 years 4.0

The majority of these administratori-Jare married. Only 5.7% have
nevwtarried (Table 25).

33 , I.
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TABLE 25.

Marital Status of Respondents

Marital Status

Never married
Married
Divorced, other

5.7

86.8
7,4

Thevast majority aie-white. Only 6.27, are n't (Table 26).

TABLE 26

Respondents' Rke

Race

White , 93.8
Black 2.5
Native

American 2.2

Other

v

Like the teachers most administrators have nonurban roots.(Table 27).
80.2% grew up in the country, in small towns, and in towns of less than
10,900 people.

11.

TABLE 27

Where the Administrators Girew Up

Where grew up

Open country or farm
Village

38.7

21.6
,Small town (2.5K to-10K) 19.9
Small city (10K to 50K) 9.9
Medium city (50K to,250K) -' 4.3
Suburb-near large city 2.6
Large city (250K+) 3.1

it appears'to be much more common for the small-school principal
to live in the schobl community than it is for the teachers. There is
also variation by school type in this statistic (Table 28).
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' TABLE 28

a

Where Respondents Live

School Type

Live in community
where work? K-12 Elementary High School

Yes 87.8% 63.0% 83.9%
No 12,2 37.0 16.1

Their, Professional Backgrounds

Most of the principals in this'study have a master's degree. It is
much more likely that small elementary principals will have a bachelor's
degree only, See Table 29.

- TABLE 29

+at

Educational Background

lb
* School Type

Highest Degree
at. K-12 Elementary High School

Normal school certificate. 2.4% 3.5% 0.3%
Bachelor's degree 13.9 29.4 7.6
Master's degree 77.1 64.7 89.4
Doctorate 6.6 2.5 2.8\

)1,

Many of these principals were teachers in their present schools prior
to becoming administrators. While frequent in all school types, this
phenomenon is most widespread in small high schools, where 44.8% of the
principals were at one time solely teachers (Table 30).

TABLE 30

Teacher Prior to Becoming Principal Here

School Type
Teacher here

A before a principal? K-12 Elementary High School

Yes 33.2% 31.9% 44.8%
No 66.8 68.1 55.2

7
5
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Table 31 describes the length of time smallschool principals
have been at their present jobs.

TABLE 31

Experience in Present Job

Length, of time

principal here

Less than,one year 20.5
1 to 2 years 22.7
3 to 9 years 41.5
10 years or more 15.3

Table 32 details the teaching and aciMthistrative experience these
principals have had in small schools other than their present one.

TABLE 32

Professional Education Experience Prior to This School

Teaching and/or administrative experience
in other small schools

°None B8.2
Less than one year 8.0
1 to 2 years 11.9
3 to 9 years '35.2
10 or more years 26.7,

A

The mean numbers of years the respondents were involved in teaching
or administration are given in Table 33.

46.
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TABLE 33

Years of Professiorial,Education Experience

C

Activity "Mean Number of Yeas Standard Deviation
A

.

46Teacher here 4.0
Teacher~ elsewhere 7.4

Administrator elsewhere 4.5

6.1

7.4

7.5

3. What They Do 111,

We asked small-school principals how much time they spend in a
number of activities. The results,are presented in Table 34.
Nonresponse rate for this question was 5.2%.

TABLE 34.

How Principals Spend Their Time

.1+

Standard DeviationActivity Mean Number of Hours/Week

dandling administrative paperwork, 11.98 9.73
Teaching in major field 6.35 9.14 "'

Supervising playground, gym,
halls, etc. 4.86

.

6.07
Handling student discipline 4.35 4.44
Chaperoning student events 4.34 7.92
Working with teachers 4.27 4.99
AdIllsing students (personal matters) 3.52 4.50
Attending informal staff meetings * 3.27 5.54
Preparing/correcting student work 3.25 5.11
Attending out-of-school community

events 2.74 6.32
Advising student activities 2:67 6.36
Other 2.46 7.02
Maintaining school facilities 2.39 5.77
Teaching outside major field 2.2i 6.34
Meeting parents in school 2.17 4.13
Coaching athletes 2.04 6.37
Meeting with the school board 1.76 4.83
Attending formal staff meetings 1.71 4.08
Attending in:service education 1.60 5.40

.

TOTAL, = 65.23 hours (excluding out -of-

school community events)

37
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4. Their Perceptions of Their Jobs

Figure 5 graphically depicts the results of a number of administrative
perceptions of how things work in their schools. We futlind general

agreement with the statements: "We need a clear set of consistently
applied rules to keep good student discipline," and "The teachers
and I have a lot of personal contact with parents -- most student
problems are resolved that way."

More principals agree than disagree with these two statements: "It
is necessary to have clear definitions of responsibilities in order
to get things done in this school," and "Discipline needs to be
fairly informal here," (e.g., I make decisions depending on what I
lknow about the child and the family).

We found'no clear trends regarding the statements, "To keep this
school functioning well, the principal has to be the boss," and
"It is necessary to have strict policies on parent complaints to run
the school well." We also found general disagreement with the state-
ment: ."In order to get my work done, I have to delegate many of my
administrative responsibilities."

5. Their Perceptions of Their Students

We asked the principals to indicate what their concerns are about
student problems in their schools. Figure 6 presents the results.
These principals considered very few of the problems we listed
"considerable" or "serious." The five problems most commonly listed
is "small," "some," or "considerable" roblems were truancy, cheating,
lack of educational goals and direct'igf, lack of paiental support, and
lack of motivation.

'Table 35 lists student participation in two areas: extracurricular
activities (including sports), and leadership in groups.

TABLE 35

Administrator- Perceived Student Participation in Two Areas

Nonresponse P:ateActivity.

Extracurricular activities
(including sports) 67.1

Leadership in a group 21.8

I.

38
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a

We need a clear set of consistently applied rules
to keep good student discipline.

r

b

The teachers and I have a lot of personal contact
with parents- most student problems are resolved
that way.

It is necessary to have clear definitions of
responsibilities in order to get things done around
here.

Discipline needs to be fairly informil here (i.e.,
. I make decisions depending on what I know about the .

child and the family).

To keep this school functioning well, the principal

has to be the boss".

It is necessary to h ve strict policies on Parent

complaints to run the school well.

20 Inorder to get my work done, I have to delegate
many of my administrative responsibilities.

0

Not true Very

at all true
39

Figure 5. Administrator, perceptions of how things work
in their schopls.
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Figure 6. Administrator perceptions of student problems.
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Table 36 gives the adm tor-perceived destinations or the
students.of small. K-12 schools and high schools.

4
*TABLE 36

Student Destinations

Destination % Standdtd, eviation

r 'Dro,s out of .school before graduation 4.6 ' 5.2 i."

No College post-secondary program 15.5 13.2 t

Goes into military , 7.1 6.0 IL ,%^
2 Or 4 year college 34.3 19.6
Works in or near the community 19.9 13.5
Leaves community to work elsewhere' , 15.6 14.2 A .

Figure 7 outlines administrator perceptions of several statemars
about why students leave their community. We found general agitemen4
with the statements: "Young people leave because they feel there are
few work opportunities here," and "They leave because they feel life
and work will be 'better elsewhere." There were no clear response
trends for the other four statements.

% We asked K-12 and high school principals what percent of their graduates
leave the community to settle elsewhere, and how "satisfied" they are
with this number. They reported a mean 60.5% outmigration. We broke
the second, write-in pare of the question into three groups: "satisfied,".
"neutra ," and "dissatisfied." The distribution of responses among those
who exp essed an opinion is reghly even: 29.6%, 30.4%, anfl 36.0%
respec ively.

. 6. Their Perceptinetif Their Schools *

We sked the princ als in this study to tell us hqw being small has
c sed them to organize the school in desirable ways, and how it
as forced them to organize in undesirable wayst Tables 37 and 38
utline the results in categofies we designed after the sample. It
ould be no.ted that nonresponse for this question was high (coding

two desirable and two undesirable ways, nonresponse = 45.5% and 45.9%;
coding one each, the rates would be 324% and 29.1%). 0*

0..

41
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Young people leave, because they feel there are
few work opportunities here.

They leave because they feel life and work
would be better elsewhere.

They leave because they mart someone who lives
outside the community.

Young people who leave frequently come back to
the community to settle down.

Most young people prefer to settle here.

They leave because they find life in a small,
community limiting or boring.

Figure 7 Administrator perceptions of why,students leave
their community
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' TABLE 37 -)

Desirable Organization (Two Responses per Administrator)

Desirable organization ss

18.7

16.1

10.4

9.6
8.3
8.0
2.6

2.1
24.6

1

Individualization
Scheduling advantages, flexibility
Small classes
Ease of communication
Shared resonsibility
Cooperattion, family feeling among staff
Good discipline
Increased variety of course offerings
Other

TABLE 38

Undesirable Organization (Two Responses per Administrator)

Undesirable Organization.

Restricted course offerings 38.9
Large classes, too many grades per room 12.3
Limited funds 8.6 .

. Limits to extracurricular/sports 6.8
Low faculty quality, no time or money for

development 6.0
Time overload: overworked staff, too much paperwork 5.5
Intellectual drain: too many preparations,

teaching outside major field 5.2
Forced to merge with other school(s) 2.3
Other 34.2

if

Table 39 detgils use by small schools of a number of out-of-school'
resources. Me three most frequently utilized resources are state
education department resources and personnel, media centers, and state-
sponsored regional service centers. One interesting feature of this
table that is worth pointing out is the relatively lat.utilization
of,the skills of community residents: only 33.6% of the principals
reported that their schools take advantage of this resource.

I
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-7- TABLE 39

me,

Resources Used by Schools

Resource tilized

State education department 71.6
Media centers 51.8
Regional service c enters 50.7
Regional educational cooperatives 47.3

. State university 44.0
Traveling teachers 41.9
Centralized buying 39.3
Area vocational schools 38.9
Skills and in-kind contributions of

community residents 33.6
Regional program sharing 26.1
Teacher centers 4 16.4
Student exchange programs 12.3
Other 6.6

0

We asked pr4nCipa.1s to list the three most important innovations that
have been intrOdaked in their schools in the last five years. Table 40
lists the results. lronresponse for this question ran 28.5% (no
innovations given)', 39,8% (only one given), and 57.1% (only two given).

TABLE 40.

- , Innovations Reported

Innovation %

School organization and policy 15.5
Vocational program4, on-the-Job training 7.1
Individua zed instruction, mini-courses, skill center 5.7
Nsciplineo student handbook 5.2
Special education programs . 4.7
Physical education, athletics 4.4

. Curriculum development 4.2
Community participation 2.6
Cooperative programs, inter-school programs 1.8

' Counseliig, guidance 1.6 .

tExtracurricular programs 1.6
4'. Technological innovations 1.1

Other curricular developments 29.4
Other noncurricglar developments %. 14:4

44
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Table 41 details who introduc4, these innovations. (nonresponse =
33.1%, 44.9%, and 59.9%.)

TABLE 41-

Who Introduced the Innovations

Who, introduced innovation

Administration 37.5
Staffl (teacher and someone else) 20.4

Val board 14.5

cher 13.6
Outside governmental agency 9.6
Parents 0.9
A university or college 0.5
Counselor 4 0.2
Other 4.4

Administrators reported that 60.9% of their students participate in
vocational training programs. Table 42 indicates what type of
programs the schools use.

TABLE 42

Types Of Vocational Programs Used

Vocational program % of students oiricipating

In-school programs 28.9
Area vocational center 12.6
Cboperative programs with local business 10.3
Exchange programs with other school 5.1
Other 3.8-

These percentages are very low due to a low rate of response to
these questions; the five questions (one for each type of program)
asked for a check (if only one program were used) or percent participa-
tion. Apparently the complexity of the questions discouraged many
people from answering it.

A

1 This category includes combinations of teachers and others, such as
counselors or students.
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We asked the administrators to rate)the effectiveness of1their
vocational prove= on a 5 -point scale ranging from "very ineffective"
to "very effective." 17.1% of the responses fell on the "ineffective"
half of the scale; 50.1% said "effective."

Administrators were given a list of six barriers which might inhibit
participation by students in vocational training programs, and asked
to check those that applie to their schools. The responses are
reported in Table 43.

TABLE 43

Barriers to Vocational Participation
-""

Vocational training "barrier"
% of administrators who

checked this

There is no program within reasonable
travel distance 35.7

The cost of a particular kind of training
cannot be Justified to taxpayers,
therefore it is not offered 20.9

Students feel "out of place" at the
sir

training programs '(they don't want
to'be out of a regular school) 16.9

Too few openings exist in the available
programs 12.1

The training which is offered is

inappropriate for careers in our community 11.9
Barriers are minimal. As many students who

want training can get it 45.1

e--
We asked aeveral questions relative to special education. -Small schools
report a mean 34.2 students per school receive remedial or special
education services. A mean 88.3% of these students remain in their
school (nonresponse 11.5%). Principals reported a mead 8:2% "go to a
center outside' (their) school."

Table 44 details what percentages of small schools deal with special
education needs.

On vepoint scales, 63.4% of the respondents feel that their special
educe ion services are "effective" in meeting the needs of handicapped

.students (nonresponse me 12.1%; many of these schools report no handi-
capped students).. t4..4% feel that they are "ineffective."
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TABLE 44

How Small Schools Deal with Special Education

Special education service % of schools

Mainstreaming with assistance 76.7
Special education consultants 62.7
Special education resource room 53.6 -

Special cooperative programs 42,3
Special classes 36.6
Mainstreaming without assistance 23.3
Other 7.0

On a similar scale, 69.5% of the respondents feel that their
Title I program is "effective" in meeting the needs of low achievers.
11.9% feel that they are "ineffective." (nonresponse - 20.4%)

Figure 8 outlines administrator responses to a number of statements
relative to the problems of running small schools. In general,
administrators did not agree with the statements made,

-

7. Their Perceptions of Their Teachers

Tables 45-48 present statistics provided by administrators on the
teachers in Gall schools.

I

TABLE 45

Faculty Size

Faculty group Number of teachers Standard deviation Nonresponse

Fulltime teachers 14.7
Parttime teachers 2.2

Faculty group

TABLE 46

Five Year Changes in Faculty

9.2
4.8

1.9%
5.3

Number of teachers replaced Standard deviation Nonresponse

Fulltiye teachers 8.0 7.9 11.4%
PartlIime teachers 1.2 2.6 17,3
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State or district education officials seem to go
out of their way to find problems with ogr program.

7

State or district education officials seem to go out
of their way 0 find problems with our facilities.

We have great difficulty meeting state requirements.
0

We have great difficulty meeting federal requirements.

We have'great difficulty getting enough mom:), to stay

open.

''People from outside fai) to understand how important our
school is to community life.

Figure 8. Administrator oercentions of the pAblems of running a
small school`.
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TABLE 47

2

Educational)ackgYound of Teachers

Stan deviationHighest educational level Mean number teachers

Normal school certificate -

Bachelor's degree
Master's in progress
Master's degree t

of'

Master's degree + additional credits

0.3
9.9

2.2

2.7
2.5 r

1.8
7.4

2.9

2.8
6.6

win

TABLE_48 /

Teaching Experience of Faculties

Number.of years 'experience Mean number teachers Standard deviation
.

Less than 3 years
3 to 5 years
6 to 10 years
Over 10 years

5.1
4.2

4.9

4.3

'8.4

4.1

8.1
6.8

--- Not all of the teachers' experience was in their present schools
(Table 48). Administrators report an average of 4.3 teachers per
school had prior experience in other schools. (Nonresponse 7.2%.)

8. 'Their Oerceptions of Their Communities .

t
Table 49 portrays administrator agreement with several statements
we made on the questionnaire about school community interactions.

ti
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TABLE 49

School-Community Interaction

Statement

People from the,community take an interest in what
their children are learning, but they do not
take an active part in curricular decisions

People from the community talk to school board
members about curriculum and depend on the
school board and admpinistrators to implement
the community's will

People from the community talk to teachers and
administration directly to recommend subjects
which they think should be taught

People from the community design and teach mini-
courses (or run educational clubs after school) 13.8

People from the community do not seem to.care
about what is taught in 'the school '9.3

People from the commun,ity form groups to keep certain
curricula out of the school 5.7

4

(

% Agreeing

84.0

.63.4

56.1

Figure 9 outlines other aspects of c uni;# involvement with the
schools. In general, principals were m rtr likely than not to
report little or no involvement by the community in maintaining
or building the physical plant, classroom instruction, vocational
training, designing/evaluating curriculum, and school discipline.
Figure 9 points out that small schools with a great deal'of direct
community involvement are the exception rather than the norm, but
most scho6ls have some direct assistance by the community in all

',these areas.

Figure 104continues by graphIcaill depicting te results to six
more statements. We found disagreement with the statement, "People
in this community complain frequently about the school." Administrators
tended to agree with statements that community members volunteer
services and/or offer materials at cost (or below) to the school,
that people in the community knosewhat is going on in the school,
and that people in the community. are active in school-sponsored
activities.

01,
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Assistance in wcational training

.

Assistance in classroom instruction

Help in design and/or evaluation of the curriculum

Hel' with school dis.cipline Problems

40,

Assistance in maintaining and/or building the
physical plant

/ I

Very much

involved

Figure 9. Administrator perce'tions of how the community assists
the school.
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w..

People in this community complain frequently
about the school.

People in this community volunteer servTies'and/or

offer materials at cost or below in order to assist
the school.

4- .

4

People in this community know what is going on in
the school. .

. (
...,

...

People in this community are active in school-
sponored activities Gi:e., they support teams, they
come to snorts

.
events, school plays, and sielilar

events).

c

People in this community ae very concerned about
the values being imparted tb their children through
the school.

People in this community use the school building as a
center for community events.

N Figure 10. Administrator oninio n several statementifdealingwith the

community.
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More universal agreement by administrators was found for statements.
that "People in this community are'very concerned about the values.
being imparted to.their children through the school," and that
"People in this community use the school building as a center for

(community events."

Figure 11 completes this profile by illustrating levels of community
satisfaction in a number of areas, as perceived by small-school
principals. The trend throughout is that the communities are
satisfied with their schools. We point out, however, that satisfaction
with "accessibility of-principals and teachers," "'lev'el of,preparation
(training) of teachers," and "student participation in extracurricular
activites" wash more enthusiastic than satisfaction with "variety of
academic offerings,","number of community-oriented activities,"
"academic achievement of students," and the "proportion of students
who attend college."
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V. School Board Profile

1.
4
Their Personal Backgrounds

We begin this prafile with a look at the personal ellaracteristics
of smallschool board members. Table 50 points out that, like the
administrators, most board members of small schools are between the
ages of. 31 and 50.

t

TABLE 50

,Age of Respondents

Less than 30 years old 3.6
31 to 40 years'old 41.3

50 years old 39,4
51 to 60 years old 13.5

Older than '¢0 2.2

am.

4

69.5% of the board members in our weighted sample are male; 30.5%
are female. The overwhelming majority Are presently married (Table

TABLE 51

Marital Status of Respondents.

Marital Status

Never married ' 1.0
Married 97.4
Divorced, other 1.6

3
89.1% of the respondents have children who either now attend school
in that district, or who will in the next few years. 0.8% reported
liat-they,have no children.

55
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The vast ma rity of these members are white. Only 4.2% are not
(Table 52).

TABLE 52

Respondents' Race

Race

Waite 95.9
Native American 3,0
Hispanic 0.4
Black 0.2
Other 0.6

Like the other two groups we surveyed, most small-school board
members grew up in nonurban areas (Table 53). 87.5% grew up in
the country, in small towns, and in towns of fewer than 10,000
people.

TABLE 53

Where the Board Members Grew Up

4
Where grew u$ %

J,

Open country or farm 57.7
Village 21.1
Small town (2500- 10,000) 8.7
Small city (10,000,50,000) 3.2
_Medium city (50,000-250,000) 1,5
Suburb near large city 2.4
Large city (250,000+), 5.4

We feel. that it is worth emphasizing the high percentage who grew up
in open country or on farms: 57.7%. The corresponding percentages
for the teachers and administrators are 43.8% and 38.7%.

5G
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Table 54 outlines the educational backgrounds Of small-school
board members. The majority (57.7%) have no educational degrees
beyond a high school diploma. 10.3% haye professional degrees
beyond a bachelor's degree.

TABLE 54

Educational Background

Highest degree

Did not complete high school 2.9
High School diploma 54.8
Associate/junior college degree 12.0
Bachelor's degree 20.0
Master's degree 8.5
Doctorate 1.8

41111r

Table 55 indicates that most board members are long-time residents
of their communities. Only 5.6% have lived in their communities
for five years or less.

pe

TABLE 55

Length of Residence in This Community

Length of residence-

Two years or less 0.4
3 to 5 years 5.2
6 to 10 years 12.3
More than 10 years 81.9

2. The Organization of School Boards
SNP

The mean size of small-school boards of education is between 5 and .

6 members (5.43, standard deviation 2.6). Most of these boards
meet regularly once eaCtMonth, but many respondents indicated
that additional meetings are held "as necessary" (Table 56).
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TABLE 56

School Board Frequency of Meeting

Frequency

Weekly' 0.0
Twice monthly 9.4
Monthly 88.3

- No regular schedule ' 2.3

3. Their Perceptions of the School Board's Job

Figure 12 illustrates board member opinions on the extent to which
school boards should be directly involved in eight different issues.
(The extent to which board members, and other groups, are actually
involved in decisions about budget allocations, maintenance, hiring
and firing of teachers, and curriculum adoption, are reported in the
school-community profile.)

Although a substantial number of respondents expressed a desire to be
included in each of these decision-making areas, the group as a whole
was least likely to indicate they should'e involved in interviewing
candidates for non-teaching positions, handling complaints of individual
parents, making decisions about student discipline, and making decisions
about the content of textbooks and other classrooi materials.

They were more likely to feel they,shouldlte involved in monitoring the
effectivenebs of the principal(s), taking building and bus maintenance
decisions, monitoring the effectiveness of teachers, and interviewing
candidates for teaching positions.

We asked board members to choose the three goals (from a choice of..,
eight) which they feel could best be used as a standard to evaluate
the quality of a school. Table 57 reports the responses.

4. Their Perceptions of Their Students

We asked board members.to indicate their concerns about student problems
in their school. Figure 13 presents the results. The rg.sponse
distributions are virtually identical to those of the administrators
and teachers: few of the problems that we listed are considered serious.,
The five most troublesome areas are_lack of motivation, lack of parental
support, lack of educational goals and direction, cheating, and
vandalism (it is worth emphasizing again that, in general, these problems
are considered small. Vandalism, for example, is considered more thati
a "small problem" by only 19.6% of the respondents.)
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Interviewing candidates for non-teaching positions
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Handling complaints of individual parents ,
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Figure 12. Board member opinions on the extent to which school boards
should be directly involved in eight areas.
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TABLE 57

Goals to Evalbate the Quality of a School

Goal

% of respondents choosing
this goal (each could
choose three)

1. Students are well-grounded in basic skills
2. After graduation, students are feady to

be goon parents and citizens
. 3. Students are successful in their jobs after

graduation

4. Students know a great deal about the world
outside their home community

5. Students continue to hold the same values
they were taught at home

6. Many students get into college
-7. Discipline problems are rare
-L.:Students schieve,high scores on standardized..

tests

82.2

76.1

69.7

28.3

24.7

23.7

18.5

9.6

We asked both the teachers and the board members to indicate (from
a choice of five) what they felt was the most important future for
which their school should prepare its average male and female
students. Non-response by the teachers for this question was high;
the board members liked it even less: fewer than 40% answered.
Despite this high non-response rate, a comparison of Table 58 and
Teacher Profile Table 16 suggests that board members may place a
greater importance on going to a liberal arts college. Again, this
trend Wonly suggested, due to the high uncertainty caused by low
response to this question.

We asked board members to indicate to what extent students in their
district travel outside the community to participate in several
education-related activities. Figure 14 illustrates their responses:
few students travel to study at colleges or vocational centers or to
participate in student exchange programs. Most schools frequently
transport students for competitive sports. The other activities --
outdoor education, fairs and contests, and,field trips -- showed a
mixed bag of responses.

We found very close agreement between board members and principals when
asked what percent of their graduates leave the community to settle
elsewhere. Board members reported a mean of 61.4% outmigration
(standard deviation - 22.4). Administrators estimated 60.5%. When

fir
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in education-related activities.
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TABLE 58

Most Important Male and Fetnale Futures

Females Males. Future

60.6% 61.6% Did not answer
16.4 7.1 Marriage and family life
5.2 5.9 Work in the community
4.2 9.3 Work outside the community
10.2 10.1 Liberal arts college
2.3 6.2 Vocational college

asked how "satisfied" they are with this number, the percentages
in the categories "satisfied," "neutral," and "dissatisfied"
were 32.4%, 22.8%:nnd 40.1% respectiely, among those who answered
this question.

We gave the board members the same set of statements on outmigration
that we gave the administrators, and asked them to indicate the
extent to which each statement is true of their community. The
response distributions (Figure- 15) are almost identical to those in
the administrator profile. Theonly evident difference is a slight
tendency for board members to disagree more than the Administrators
with the statement, "Young people who leave frequently come back to
the community to settle down."

5. Their Perceptions of Their Schools

Figure 16 illustrates responses to a number, of questions relative to
the problems of running small schools. Comparison to Figure 8 id the
Administrator Profile shays that both groups disagree with the
statements made, and 'that the only differences are small.

Figures 17 and 18 give the ratings of small schools in a number of
areas by board members and administrators. The general shapes of the
distributions in both figures are similar, but a few differences are
worth noting. Compared to the administrators, board members are more
likely to feel that their school does "very well" in keeping
facilities up to date, and are less likely to feel that the school does
"very well" in assisting students to make realistic career choices
and constructive decisions about their personal lives, developing
innovative curriculum materials, and offering effective staff develop
ment programs.
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Young people leave because they feel-there are
few work opportunities here.

They leave because they feel life and work
would be better elsewhere:
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Figure iS. Bud members' perceptions of why students leave their
community.
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State or distr'ict education officials seem to go
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Figure 16. Board members' perceptions of the problems of running a
small school.
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Table 21 in the Teacher Profile gives teacher ratings of the
strengths and weaknesses of thei,schools. Table 59 gives finding's
for the same block of questions, comparing responses of principals
and School board members. The order in which the "areas rated" are
tabulated in Table 59 is the 4ame as the Teacher.Profile ranking,
and some' differences in ranking are worth pointing out. As a group,
board members are more likely to consider school facilities an
outstanding strength (36.5%) than are the teachers or administrators
who. work in them (26.2% and 2.16%, respectively). Board members
rate school curricallum higher as well (27.47,, compared to 22.9%
f6r administrators, and 16.7% for teacher§). Furthermore, 20.4%
feel that there is strong parent participation, while only 15.9% of
the teachers and 8.6% of the administrators consider that an out-
standing strength of the school.

Board members were asked what they perceive to be the advantages and
disadvantages of consolidation. We collapsed their write-in
responses into several groups; the results are summarized in Table 60.
We coded as many as two advantages: Non-reponse was high however;
18.1% didntt write anything down.

It is interesting to note here that although exposure of students
to a variety of people and social settings is frequently seen as a
serious weakness in these schools, only 2.7% of the board members see
such exposure as a,beneficial outcome of consolidation. One possible
reason for this phenomenon may simply be that nearby schools are
composed of similar kinds of people; pote from the School-Community
Profile that only 7.5% of the board members believe that people in
neighboring towns are "very different from people in-this town."

Table 61 showsAthe other, side of the coin: board members' perceptions
of the disadvantages of consolidationtMain, non-responsd was
high: 24.2% wrote nothing.

We asked board members how much pressure there is from the state to
consolidate. 12.2% answered "a lot," 30.8% said "some," and 5-7.9%
reported none.
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TABLE.59

Board and Principal Ratings:

Strengths and Weaknesses of Their Schools
I,

Outstanding strength Considerable weakness

Area rated Board Principals Board Principals

Personal attention given
;to students '52.7% 67.2% 1.4% 0%

'.Relaxed atmosphere 28.8 : 44,7 0 0.2
Student-tedcher relationships 38.3 54..7 1.1 2.6
Quality of teaching 39.5 43.7 Q.2 ' 1.2
School discipline 37.3 44.6. 2.7 0.4
Flexibility of curriculum .

and scheduling . 23.3 75.7 2.8 6.6
Student opportunities for

leadership . 26.4 29.6 3.1 0.9
School-community

.
.

relationships 29.8 28.4 2.3 1.2
Sghool faCilities 36.5 , 21.6 3.4 '10.5

r
Oktra-curricular prcarams,

including sports 27.2
Academic preparation for

,

20.9 5.2 6.4

college 22.5 , 18.3 5.7 2.2
r School curriculum 27.4 22.9 0.8 1.2

Parent participation 20.4 8.6 4.0 -* 5.4

..--
Vocational training for

jobs in the community 12.0 4.0 13.5 13.0
Vocational training for

jobs outside the community 9.8 5.1 13.9 15.4
Exposure of students to a

variety of people and
social settings 6.6 5.7 12.2 13.6

V.

o
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TABLE 60

Advantages of Consolidation

Advantage % of total responses

No advantage 36.8
Expanded curriculum 27.1
More money, lower taxes 8.6
Better facilities, equipment, ,

supplies 6.7
More students, better

athletic teams 6.3
Competition among students 5.6
Exposure to different

kinds of people 2.6
Other 6 6.3

TABLE 61

Disadvantages of Consolidation

Disadvantage % of total responses'

No disadvantages 4.6

Transportation problems 42.9
Lose community cohesion, loss of

an important part of community 16.9
Loss of individual attention 16.5
Loss of community control over

education 7.3

Discipline or drug problems 6.5
Lowered quality of instruction 3.8
`Other 1.5

1

.6. Their Perceptions of Their Communities

We asked both the school board members and the principals to indicate
their community's satisfaction with a number of aspects of the schools.
The board members' responses are illustrated in Figure 19. The only
noteworthy differences between this and Administrator Profile
Figure lkare,higher reported community satisfaction with the ity
of school facilities, an:4,lower reported comm4nity satisfact on with
the proportion of students who attend college and the accessibility
of principals and teachers.

7o
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satisfied satisfied to community 71

Figure 19. Levels of community satisfaction.
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Figure 20 outlines board perceptions of the ways in which the
community helps the school. School board members' responses are
very similar to administrator responses.

Figure 21 gives the responses to a number of other questions
about the school-community relationship. Again, there are only
small differences between these answers and those of the administrators
(Administrator Profile Figure 10), except that board members were
more likely to report that community members are active in school-
sponsored activities.

Finally, we gave board members a list of five of the reasons communi-
ties,aten have for opposing the closing of a small school. Accompany-
ing this list was this statement: "If your school were under pressure
to close, which of the following reasons would be the two most
important to your community'?" Their responses are tabulated in

2 Table 62.

TABLE 62

Reasons to Keep a Small School Open

Reason % of respondents

If the school closes, the community will lose
its central focus. 73.3

If the school closes, taxpayers will lose
control over how their tax money is being spent. 42.2

If the school closes, young people will be exposed
to values of which this community disapproves. 30.9

If the school closes, young people will be more
likely to become disenchanted with their home
community and.move out. 26.7

If the school closes, parents will not know where
their children are or what they are doing much
of the time. 25.6

ti
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Assistance in vocational training

a

Assistance in classroom instruction

Help in design and/or evaluation of the curriculum

Help with school discipline problems

Assistance in maintaining and/or building the
physical plant

Support for sports programs and teams
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Figure 20. Administrator iercep'tions of how the community

assists the scfrool.
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___f--,
People in this community complain frequently
about the school.

0 F--T---

Not true Very
at all true

,MIMM==1,

People in this community volunteer services and/or
offer materials at cost or below in order,to assist the
school.

People in this community know what is going on in the
school.

People in this community are active in Ichool-sponsored
activities (i.e., they support teams, they come to sports
events, school plays, and similar events).

People in this community are,very concerned about the
values being imparted to their children through the school.

4

People in this communvty use the school building as a
center for community events.

Figure 21. School board opinion on several statements dealing with the
community.
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VI. School Profile

In the preceding profiles (Teacher, Administrator, and School
Board), we have summarized the information and opinions we received
from a nation-wide survey of three groups of ople involved in
small-school education. In these last two profiles, we summarize
and compare the responses of these three groups, and add additional
information which does not deal specifically with any one group
Ce.g. the school's total budget).

The following three abbreviations are used to indicate from which
questionnaire(s) came the information that is discussed: A m
administrator, SB m school board, and T m' teacher. When a number
follows an abbreviation, it refers to a table; if the number is
subsequently followed by the letter "F," the number refers to a
figure. For example, "A7F" refers to Administrator Profile Figure 7.
"A24" refers the reader to Table 24 in the Administrator Profile.

1. Organization

Tables 37 and 38 summarize administrator perceptions of how being
small has been advantageous and disadvantageous in.school organization.
At least one in ten responding administrators listed small classes,
ease of scheduling, and individualization as desirable features;
ease of communication within the school was alAo frequently reported.
The most frequent disadvantages listed were restricted course offer-
ings and large classes, or too many grades in one claslt%oom.

Teachers, when asked how the small school setting makes it easy or
difficult to teach effectively, answered in a similar fashfton
(T17, T18). Close interaction, individualization, and intra-school
cooperation makes their jobs easier; inadequate facilities or
supplies and multi-class subjects or too many preparations were the
most frequent complaints.

Classrooms in small schools are frequently occupied by more than one
grade level at a time. Averaging the responses of all administrators
equally (regardless of school size), we found that 42.4% of the
classrooms in grades K-6 include more than one grade level, 27.3%
of the required courses in grades 7-12 are made up of more than one
grade, and 50.8% of the elective courses in grades 7-12 have more
than one grade.
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2. Personnel

a. Administrators

The overwhelming majority of the principals in K-12 and high
schools are male, but about 40% of elementary principals are female.
Most administrators are married, white, between ages 31 and 50, and
from rural and small-town backgrounds. They most frequently live
in the community they work in. The majority of administrators in
all school types have master's degrees, but elementary principals
were more likely to not have a master's than principals from the
other two school types (A23-A29). Additional information about
the characteristics of this group can be found in the Administrator
Profile.

b. Teachers

Women outnumbered men in this group almost two to one. Teachers
are, on the average, younger than principals: the majority were
age 40 or younger (T6). And, given their younger ages, it is not
surprising that they are more frequently single: 13.5% have not
married, compared to 5.7% for the principals (T7, TO. Like the
principals, most are white, and most grew up in rural areas or small
towns. They most frequently live in the community in which they
teach, but it is more common to find them living outside the
community than it is for the administrators (T8, T9).

Questions about the educational backgrounds and professional
experience of teachers were asked of both the surveyed teachers
and the administrator group. Their responses were similar.
Approximately 71% of small-school teachers do not have master's
degrees (or other post-baccalaureate degrees), 76% of the teachers
report less than ten years' experience in their present school
(and other schools of the same size), and 64% of the teachers
report at least one year of teaching experience in another school
(for a more detailed comparison of administrator and teacher
responses along these parameters, see the Sample Check, Chapter 8).

Tables A45-A48 outline specific characteristics of the faculties
of these schools.

Table 6r3 gives administraton.jesponses to a question asking what
has happened to the size of the aaching staff in their schools in
the past five years. Although slightly more than half reported no °

change, reports of increases outnumbered decreases two-to -one.

Table 64 gives responses to a similar question regarding changes
in the size of the student body. Here the trend is different:
decreases were commonly reported, and outnumbered increases 3:2.

76
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It should be noted that the overall trend is not one of
shrinking enrollments and increased teaching staffs. The
situation is better described as one in which faculties are
either growing or, more commonly, numerically stable, while
student enrollments are showing frequent, but by no means
universal, shrinkage.

TABLE 63

......"--..\---C11

Changes in Size of the Teaching Staff

ange % of schools

Increase 32.4
No change 52.5
Decrease 15.1

TABLE 64
ti

Changes in Number of Students in the School

iChange % .of schools

In'erease 27.6'
No change 30.0
Decrease 42.4

When asked if they had any pre-service training appropriate
to teaching in smalle2chools, 64% of the teachers answered "no."
Of those that said 1.6s," most of the descriptions were of rur
"experiences," or teaching (and student-teaching) in other s
schools. 66% reported that"they have had in-service traini
appropriate for teaching in small schools, but their respo ses to
other questions indicates that, ix general, they do not f 1 their
schools do a good job offering staff development programs. 31%
expressed dissatisfaction with their opportunities to interact
with other education professionals, and 36% reel that most teachers
in their school feel professionally isolated.

'77
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c. School Boards
Almost all of the board members in small schools are white,

married, and from a small-town background. Men outnumber women
more than two-to-one, and the group as a whole is older than the
teachers and administrators. More than half ended their formal
education with high school; 10.3% continued their education after
receiving a bachelor's degree. Most are long-fiime residents of
their communities (SB50-SB55).

Most school boards meet monthly, on a regular basis.

d. The Issue of Rac11 Make -up
.Table 65 (below) points out that most of the administrators,

teachers, school board members and students in small schools are
white. Minorities are porly represented among the teachers
especially.

TABLE 65

Racial Make-Up of Small Schools

Group White Black Native American Other

Administrators 93.8% 2.5% 2.2% 1.5%
Teachers 98.0 0.3 0.7 1.0
School board

members
95.9 0.2 3.0 0.9

Students* 89.2 1.8 4.4 4.0

* Data from the administrator questionnaire. Format of the question was
different from that of the other three groups.

3. Programs

a. Resources
The five resources which teachers most frequently said they had

access to and use are: libraries, reference books, teacher-made
materials, films, and non-text printed materials. The five resources
which teachers most frequently had access to but did not use are the
out-of-doors, field trips, community resources, programmed learning
materials (like SRA), and radio broadcasts. The five resources on
our list which teachers most frequently said they did not have access
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to are interactive television, computer terminals, team teaching,
community studies programs, and internships/community work
experience programs (T19).

In a list of other resources, school principals indicated that
their schools utilize their state education department, media
centers, and regional service centers more than 50% of the time.
Regional program sharing, teacher centers, and student exchange
programs are utilized by less than 30% of the schools (A39).

b. Programs Offered

Table 66 presents information provided by school board members
about five types of programs. Non-r6'aponse was high for this
question: 10.3%.

TABLE 66

Program Availability in the School or District

Program Yes No

Hot lunch program 9.3.6% '6.4%

After-school programs CA 57.5 42.5
Summer programs 41.3 58.7
Homebound teachers 23.1 76.9
Breakfast programs 19.3 71.7 \

1

c. Curriculum and Innovations

We asked administrators where new curricular ideas in their
school come from. They reported administrators, teachers, and outside
workshop courses were the most frequent source of these new ideas
(Table 67).

Similarly, administrators most frequently said that innovations
in their school were introduced by administrators (A41). The
innovations they reported involved many areas of school management
and curriculum (A40).

d. Handicapped and Gifted Students
The Adminiltrator Profile details a number of aspects of education

for handicapped students. We found that schools deal with the special,
needs of students through a variety of means; most common are main-
streaMing with assistance (76.7%) of the schools), and special education

79
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TABLE 67

Where New Curricular Ideas Come From

Source

Adminstrator 88.1
Experienced teacher ' 61.7
Outside workshop course 60.3
New teacher 58.8

t Resource person (outside school) 33.3
Community member 21.5
Advisor 5.2
Other 3.6

J

resource rooms (53.6%). In general, administrators feel that
the services that they offer handicapped students and low
achievers are "effective" (A44)...

When asked to list the good and bad effects on their school
of P.L. 94-142, 30.8% of-the administrators said it had had no
effect. 32.2% complained that it was copting the district
additional money, 11.9% said that it was leading to increased
understanding of the handicapped, 4.3% complained that It was
causing additional bureaucratic headaches, and 111% said that
the law has enabled them to hire a resident consultant teacher.

Administrators rated the effectiveness of their programs for
gifted and talented qtudents on otr standard five-point-Stale.
46.5% feel that4their programs are "ineffective," and 51.0% feel
that they are "effective." Table 68 indicates what these programs
consist of (nOte, however, that non-response for Table 68 = 77%).

,e. Vocational Education

The Administrator. Profile also presents our findings on
vocational education in small schools. In summary: administrators
reported that more than 60% of their students participate in
vocational programs. Administrators rank their programs high in
effectiveness, and most frequently cite geographical isolation and
the high cost of such programs as barriers to participation by
students (A42, A43).
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TABLE 68

Gifted and Talented Programs

Program

one 46.7
SpeCial programs in school 16.5
Individualize their program 117
"It's up to the teacher" -8.8

Send students elsewhere 3.1
Special materials purchased for them 2.3

Employ tutors 1.1

Use them for peer tutoring 0.3
Other 9.4

4. Budgetary Considerations

\.
4514%a. Revenues and Costs

Questions on the administrator questionnaire dealing with
budgets had very high non-response rates, probably due to a number
of seasons: unwillingness to do the extra work of figuriig out or
looking up the figures, uncertainty about figures for the coming
year, perhaps even reluctance to share financial information with
outsiders. Nevertheless, Table 69 gives our findings on the sources
and uses of the monies used to run small schools. Figure 22 is a
frequency histogram of per-pupil expenses reported by administrators.
The mean budget for these,schools is $631,000, with high non-response
(18.2%) and a large staddard deviation ($818,000).

TABLE 69

Budgee Information Contributed 1?y Administrators

Sources % Contribution S.D.

Local community 54.8

State government 34.8
Federal government 8.3

26.7%
24.1

10.9

Expenses % of Total Budget S.D.

Salaries
Maintenance
Transportation

62.7
10.9

9.0

15.1%
7.7

5.8

Non-Response ate

16.4%
17.4

21.6

Non-Response Rate

19.4%
22.1

19.1
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b. Transportation

Table 70 indicates how long students in these schools must
ride the busieach d'ay. This is one crude indication of the area
of these school districts.

TABLE 70

Length of Time Students Spend Getting tp and from School Each Day

Time

30 minutes
30-60 minutes

' 60-90 minutes
90 minutes

53.3

31.9

6.7

3.4

School board members report that 86.6% of the schools do not:provide
transportation for students staying after school to participate in
-extracurricular activities. However, on five-poi= &caleS ranging
from "not at all" to "frequently," members report frequent travel
by students (positions 4 or 5) outside the community to participate
in competitive sports (78%), fairs and contests (50%), and field or
class trips (48%), but not for outdoor education (19%), study at
nearby colleges or vocational centers (18%), or student ekchange
programs (9k).

c. Energy

When asked "Do-you expect to have to modify (or have you already
modified) the operation of your school because of the cost/limited_
availability of fuel?)" 62.0% of the school board respondents said
"yes." However, only 19.72 are considering alternative energy
sources (e.g., solar, wind, ethanol). Most are modifying or planning
to modify via conservation practices or investment in standard
technologies.slike more efficient %urners and insulation.

5. Other Topics

a. The Issues of Consol ation
5

(

We asked school board embers several questions about consolidation,
an issue that many small schools have had to face, and, as enrollments
decline, will continue o face.

When aske
an

ould it be possible for you to consolidate with
1 within reasonable buE distance (c.e.,<no more than

tr 81
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an hour's ride for any child)?," 39.9% said "no;" 60.1% said "yes."

"How much pressure from the state or county is'there to
consolidate/" 12.2% said "a lot." 30.8% said "some." 57.0% said
"none."

"What do you see to be the advantages and disadvantages of such /
a consolidation" (Or, "What would be the advantages and disadvan-
tages if it were possible for you to consolidate?") School Board
Profile Tables SB60 and SB61 sunriarize the results of these write-in
queries. 37.6% see no advantages to consolidation. 27.8% see
advantages in an expanded curriculum. No other area (lowered taxes,
better facilities, better athletic teams, etc.) accounted for more
than 9% of the responses.

"Has the consolidation issue been brought to a vote in your
community?" 22.3% responded affirmatively. Of these communities,
60.9% clearly opposed consolidation, 22.4% clearly supported
consolidation, and for 16.8% we received "other" responses (such
as. "undecided").

b. The Problems of Small Schools
We asked all three of the groups we surveyed to indicate what

their concerns are about student problems in their school. The
response distributions are virtually identical among the three groups:

',few of the problems we listed are ever considered serious. Of the
thirteen areas we specified, the three areas most frequently listed
as troublesome are lack of student motivation, lack of parental
support, and lack of educational goals and direction (A24, SB51,
T8-9).

c. The Strengths and Weakness'es of Small Schools

All three groups were asked to rate sixteen areas as "strengths" or
"weaknesses" of their schools. In generals the responses of all three
groups were similar, but there were a couple of differences between
the board members and the other two groups; these are discussed in the
School Board Profile. The following areas were rated "outstanding
strengths" more than 30%.of the time, by all three groups: personal,
attention given to students, relaxed atmosphere, student-teacher
relationships, quality of teaching, and school discipline.

"espondents saw all areas..as "considerable weaknesses"p(the other
end of our five-point scale) of their schools much less frequently.
TIN-Enly areas seen as "considerable weaknesses" More than 10% of the
time by all three groups were: exposure of students to a variety of
people and social settings and vocational training for jobs in and
outside the community (SB59, T21).

(1.

*
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d. Internal Ratings of the Schools

What do people who work in small schools think of their
schools? Most teachers and adm*nistrators feel their schools
do well teaching basic skills, maintaining good discipline,
keeping the curriculum up to date, controlling drug and alcohol
abuse, fostyring good communication between teachers, students,
and parent, and keeping facilities up to date. They were much
less likely to say that their schools do poorly in any areas;
of the teachers, 27.0% said that their schools do a poor job of
developing innovative curriculum materials, and 43.3% said that
their school does a poor job offering elective staff development
programs. Administrators rated all twelve areas as "poor" less
than 25% of the time.

r

e. Internal Satisfaction with the Schools
Figure T2F summarizes leacher satisfaction with their schools.

Most teachers are happy with their autonomy, student discipline,
oppOrtunities to develop close personal relationships with students,
the amount of time they spend at school and school functions, the
length of their commute to work and the quality of studentteacher
relations. They were less satisfied with their pay relative to
the cost of living, the school facilities, and their opportunities to
interact with other education professionals.

a
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VII. Community Profile

1. Community Characteristics

ea

We asked school board members seventeen questions about their
communities. The results:

a. Economics

In 76.5% of these communities, most of the residents are
employed in farming or ranching. When asked if theirs was a
"one-industry town," however, only 41.1% said "yes" (non-response =

11,9%): 29.8% of the respondents specified "agriculture," 6.3%
said "mining,r' or "logging," 2.6% said manufacturing of some type,
and the remaining 2.4% were classified under various headings,
including tourism and fishing.

In a separate question, 7.4% said that a substantial portion
of local income comes from tourism.

Only 22.1% agreed that "employment opportunities here are
pretty diverse." Nevertheless, 69.7% verified that "there is a
wide range of family incomWere." Finally, 49.5% of the people
responding to the question, "Do most people here have to struggle
to make ends meet?" said "yes" (non-regloonse = 6.2%).

b. Education
93.5% of the respondents agreed that most people in their

community finished high school. Only 4.2% said that most people
have a college degree.

6.92 of the respondents agreed that "many children here go
to private or parochial schools."

c. Backgrounds
70.1% of the respondents agreed that "most people here are

from a single racial or ethnic background" (5.5% non-response).
The breakdown:

White 74.9%
Black .1

Native American 4.7

Spanish Ametican, .6

Other groups \ 18.5

86.8% verified that "most people who live here were born here
or nearby," but 39.9% reported that "a lot of people moved here
from elsewhere in the last ten years." 24.9% agreed that their
community has "changed substantially in the last five years."

t 87
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The breakdown:

7.5% Inmigration
3.1 Becoming a retirement community
1.5 Population decline
1.1 Energy or other "boom"

11.7 Other change (e.g. "military base closed")
4

And roughly one-quarter (26.1%) affirmed that "there is a large
generation gap in this community."

d. Isolation

When asked "Do most families here live at last a quarter mile
apart from each other/," 63.7% answered "yes." Despite physical
isolation, however, only 8.2% agreed that:it is often difficult
to get to the next town." 7.53 of the respondents said that
"people in neighboring towns are wiry different-from those in this
town."

2. Community Attitudes About the School

A11F and S819F illustrate administrator and school Valid membA
perceptions of how satisfied their communities are with their
schools. In general, both groups report community satisfaction
with the schools. Neither group thinks that "people in the
community complain frequently about the school," but they do
"know what goes on there," and "are very concerned about the ,

values being imparted to their children through the school"
(A10F, SB2IF).

3. Community Interactliol with the School

Administrator Profile Table 49 outlines some of the feelings princi-
pals have about community involvement with the school. Most
principfls report that community members are interested in what
their children are learning but, beyond talking to school board
members, they are not very active in curricular matters. However,
less than 10% reported that "people from the community do not seem
to care about what is taught in the school."

A9F and SB2OF outlined other aspects of community involvement with
the schools. Both groups generally reported little or no involvement
in maintaining or building thelphysical plant, classroom instruction,
vocational training, designing/evaluating curriculum, and school
discipline.

.88
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VIII. Report on Sample Check

Because we were tsappointed with our 38% response rate, we
conducted a telephone check of62 randomly sampled non-responding
principals to ascertain whether non-responding schools differed in
some important fashion from schools which responded to the questionnaires.
Twelve questions were asked; these questions are summarized below.

I

No Significant Differences Between Responding_ and Non-Responding Schools

(At Significance Level p = .05)
-

(Parenthetical notes refer to questionnaire numbers)

1. Agreement with the statement, "Most young people prefer to settle
here" (AD#24a).

2. Agreement with the statement, "Young people who leave frequently
come back to the community to settle down" (ADO24c).

3. Affirmative response to the statements:
_ the employment opportunities_here pretty

diverse?" (SB442d)

"Is there a wide rarlge of family income here?" (SB#42e)
"Did most people here finish high school?" (SB#42h)
"Has the community changed substantially in the last
five years?" (S13042q)

"Were you a teacher at this school before becomingfa
principal?" (AD#60a)

4. "How long have you been a principal at this school?" (AD#59)

Significant Differences Found Between Responding and Non-Responding.

Schools (p < .05)

1. "Are most of the resident5 employed in
farming or ranching?" (SBS42a). p < .001).

2. Agreement with: "People in this community
know what is going on in the school" (AD#5b
p < .01).

3. "Were most people who live here born here
or nearby?" (SB#42j. p < .001)

4. "Do many children here go toprivate or
parochial schools?" (SB942o. p < .05).

89

Non-Respondents

Fewer farmers

. More perceived
community awareness

More inmigration
Fewer students sent
to private schools
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Due to the difficulty and uncertainty of weighting small samples,
the non-respondent samples have not been weighted. We do know, however, -
that the Plains region and the West account for roughly 82% of the
small schools in the United States, with the Plains states contributing
602 and the West contributing 22%. Without actually weighting the
non-respondent sample, a look at the region-by-region frequencies of
our telephone survey questions alters our interpretation of the
differences between responding and non-responding schools:

1. "Are most of the residents employed in farming or ranching?"

19 out of 24 or 79% of the administrators in the Plains and West said that
yes, most of the residents of their community are employed in farming
or ranching. This compares favorably with a "eyes" ons rate of 77%
for the large nationwide weighted sample.

2. "How true is this statement about people in your community'
'People in this community, know what is going on in the school.'"

A breakdown in these two regions for the question regarding community,
knowledge of what goes on in the school is given below:

Plains and West

1-2 3 4-5
(not true) (true)

0 2 22

Hence, special consideration simply accentuates the difference: non-
responding schools perceive greater community awareness.

3. "Were most people whoive here born here or nearby?"

The differenc es we found between the mail sample and the telephone sample
are negated by regional consideration. 19 out of 24 of these two
important regions said yes4 most people who live here were born here or
nearby; 13 out of.,13 of the numerically-important Plains schools'
principals answered affirmatively.

4. "Do many children here go to private or parochial schools?"

Regional considerations do-not affect the private/parochial participation
question, since all telephone respondents answered "no." It is our feel-
ing,-given the borderline-significant chi-square and the inherent intro-
duced statistical bias in skewed bivariate contingency tables, that the
significance of this difference is certainly questionable, if not unlikely.

Hence, after taking into consideration the important factor of regional
weighting, we found clearly significant differences in only one of
twelve questions asked survey non-responding principals. This question
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was of the five-point scale type, and asked them to express their
agreement or disagreement with the statement "People in this community
know what is going on in the school." This difference may be attribut-
able to one of three things:

1. An actual difference: administrators in school-aware communities
were less likely to respond to our questionnaire.

2. A Type 1 error: it should be noted that at our predefined
significance level of p = .05, there is a one in twenty chance of this
occurring (we asked twelve questions).

3. A sampling error: telephone respondents may have answered dif-
ferently because of the "telephone versus printed questionnaire"
differences in the way the question was administered.

Given the lack of differences in responses to the other questions, it
is our feeling that the difference is most likely attributable tot a
Type 1 error,

Although our check of non-respondents was, in some respects, rough,
we feel that it has provided strong indication that a response rate
of only 30% to 42% is not concealing any important characteristics
of small-school respondents. The answers by questionnaire respondents
and telephone-called non-respondents were comparable.

Finally, one of our concerns with these data was that the method by which
teacher-respondents were selected was not inherently bias-free: .

administrators were instructed to give the teacher questionnaire to
"that teacher who you feel is most likely to fill it out responsibly."
We have, therefore, run two checks with the information we have avail-
able to see whether specific characteristics of the sampled teachers
differed from those of other small-school teachers.

Regarding'educational background, our sample appears to be representative
of small-school teachers: administrators reported that 70.5% of their
teachers do not have master's degrees; 71.4%,of the Surveyed teachers
donot have master's degrees.

Questions retarding teaching experience were not identical between
questionnaires, but reports of teaching background appear to be equivalent.
76.0% of the surveyed teachers report Jess than ten years' experience
in their present school and other schools of the same size; administrators
report that 76.8rof,their teachers have ten or fewer years of teaching
experience. 64.3% of the surveyed teachers said they had at least one i
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year of experience teaching in schools other than their present one;
administrators reported that a mean 66.9% of their teachers had
experience in other schools.

These comparisons, while by no means &inclusive, indicate that the
teacher sample is bias-free at least along the parameters of
educational background, teaching experience, and teaching experience
in other schools.
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IX. Conclusion

The Coals of Small-Scale Schooling

"Is your school worth the trouble?" We did not ask that

question in our survey, but, judging from the responses to other

items, it was not necessary. The answer seems to be an over-

whelming "Yes!" Rural teachers aren't putting in their long

hours at varied preparations for the financial rewards or the

professional prestige -- their salaries are significantly lower

than those of their urban counterparts. Rural administrators,

aren't staying in small schools because the job is an easy one --

on the contrary, a common complaint is that a school of 100 has to

fill out the same number of state and federal forms as a school of

1000, without the assistance the larger unit provides. Rural school

board member aren't running for office for either glory or gain --

they are rarely compensated and often embroiled in complex community

wrangles which follow them to churn and grain elevator. Nevertheless,

the people we surveyed think that their schools are worth the extra

effort of forging (and, often defending) an educational program for a

handful of students in a nation whose regard for small schools is

virtually non-e.xistent.

Like the rest of the nation, rural residents think schooling is

important. In a /980 Gallup Poll, an overwhelming majority of

Americans s

S.

1

thee chooling is "extremely important" to future succeespit

4
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80% of the people in small towns and open country felt that way.

So it is, not surprising that, for example, all three of the groups

we surveyed placed great emphasis on the significance of basic

skills: the "three r's" are important to rural teachers, adminis-

trators and school board members alike.

But schools are important to rural people as more than academic

institutions. They are perceived as significant socializing

institutions: 76% of the board members we surveyed said that one of

the most important goals of a good school is to prepare students to

"be ready to be good parents and citizens." They are seen as centers

for vocational preparation: 70% of the heard members think that rural

schools must prepare students to be successful in jobs after gradua-

tion.

Parents and school board memfi is everywhere would probably agree

with these goals. Two other objectives seem especially relevant- to

rural life, especially in small or isolated rural communities. The

.0"
first is the function of the school as a "window" on the world out-

side the home community. Few rural children have the opportunity to

travel extensively, and their local community rarely provides a range

of different cultural backgrounds, a variety\of views on major social

or political isgues, or a large number of different occupational or

role models. Yet many of these young people will leave their communi-

,ties after high school graduation; board members and administrators

reported 44,% outmigration by recent graduates. Television and other

94
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popular media forms have unquestionably helped expand the horizons

of isolated children, but the school still plays a major role in

exposing young people to the urban, industrialized society which

dominates our cultkiva.,.. Rural people believe that the "window" role

is an important job of the sschool:'28% of the board members in our

sample feel that one of the most important goals of a good school is

for students to learn "a great deal about thelworld outside their

home community."

A second major function specific to rural schools is their role

as community institutions. Most of the small schools we surveyed are

multiple-use buildings: they are, centers for community events, meeting

places for civic groups, frequently the sites of wedding receptions,

4-H meetings, and hearings,on bond issues. In small communities, the

school is often the largest building. Frequently, d.t is the single

institution that the citizenry holds in common. In places where

people live far away from each other (as in most of our survey districts)

the. school is the meeting ground for the community. The small: schools

were characterized by all three groups surveyed as accessible and

responsive to the community.

Community Satisfaction with Small Schools

The survey data clearly show that ural4people are generally

satisfied with their small schools. Nati.nally, itizens say that

the four greatest problems in the pub4c school's are: lack of

discipline, use of drugs, poor curriculum/poor standards, and the

lack of adequate financial support (Gallup Opinion Index, August,

A,
Ire 95

40,
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1980, p.4). Figures 17 and 18 indicate that the first three,of

I

these problems are rarely sources of concern in small rural schools.

Only the last problem -- financial security -- is widely considered

a serious worry for small rural schools. Inadequate support has

been a well-documented problem in rural education for.many years

(see Fratoe, 1980; Rosenfeld, 1981; SChneider, 1980; Tbmpkins,

1977). It is probablymore true of small schools than of larger

rural districts. In our survey, nearly one-quarter of the adminis-
)

trators reported difficulty in getting enough money.to keep the

school open'.

Financial problems do not appear to undermine rural satisfaction

with the schoo4s. Data from a variety of sources indicate that

rural people tend to bemore satisfied with their schools than are

their urban counterparts. The 1980 Gallup poll, for example, showed

that people from rural areas and 'small towns and cities gave their

schools the highest ratings; respondents from larger cities (50,000

aeld up) gave lower ratings (Gallup Opinion Index, August, 1980, Pp.4-5).

People from rural areas and small townd and'iities also expressed

grdater confidence in their public schobls. For example, 64% of the'

1979 respondents from small.towns and cities expressed "a great, deal"

or "quite.a lot" of confidence in theft- public schools; thincbrresponding

perientage for residents of very large cities (populations bne Million.

or more) was only 42%.

In our survey, the reported satisfaction levels were very high.

Most small school conmuinities are satisfied with the academic

4 ; 96,
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111 achievement of. their students: about 75% of the respondents

reported community satisfaction in this area. 'Most small school

communities are satisfied with the'proportion of students who

attend college. Most_ are happy with the extent of student phrtici-

pation in extra-curricular activities. By and large, they are

content with the level of training achieved by their teachers. And

an overwhelming majority is satisfied with the accessibility of the

principal and the teachers. I

In other areas -- variety of academic offerings, number of

community-oxiented activities,' rate of eeachet turnover, and quality

of school facilities satisfactio\n was not as consistently high.

But in no case Was more ehan one in four communities dissatisfied

even iir these "problem" areas.

Smallpess: What'Goes With the Territory?

Satisfaction, itillipad be noted, does not mean good-natured
. -

' r
myopia. Saal schools people recognize that smallness makes some

things difficult. High schools of 150 students find it inconvenient

to simultaneously teach every student, rewrite the English curriculum,

negotiate teacher contracts, and produce a winning basketball team --

all in the samesyear. These efforts are de especially difficult

when the teacher, curriculum designer, .argaining unit representative,

and coach are all one person. Some nings take precedence civet others,

and qccasionally the English curri lum gets shelved for another year.

-9 7
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However:the school board may not object to another year

of the old curriculum. Figures 18 and Table 59 suggest ;hat

school curriculum is an "outstanding strength" nineteen times

more often than they Consider it a "considerable we)kness."

Boards are far more concerned about studenesck of exposure

to a variety of people and social settings (the "window on the

world" function), vocational training, and the preparation of
1

students to The capable parents. To some extent, this l'indink

is a function of aggregated data from. elementary and secondary'

schools; oUviously, elementary schools do less formal preparation

either for work of parenthood Tables 71-73 indicate the extent

ti
to which the perceptions of thks problem vary by school level.

TABLE 71-

Board Member Reports of How Well School Prepares Studdnts'to

Be Capable-Parents

Very, well Very poorly
Type Of School 1 2 3 4 5

(Elementary 2%, 24% 46% 21% 6%

High School 12 ,37 37 9 5

TABLE 72

Board Member Ratings of School's Vocational Training for Jobs

in the Community

Outstanding
strength

Outstanding
weakness

Type of School 1 2 3 4 5

Elementary 7% .12% 43% 18% 20%

HI.gh 17 21 30 25 7-

A
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TABLE 73

Board Member Ratings ol School's-Vocational, Training for

Jobs Outside the Community

,

u,
)

Considerable
weakness

e'
Outstanding

strength.

Type of School 1 2 3 4 , 5

Elementary 7% 12% , 437 18% 20%

High School
).V.-

17 21 30 25 , 7

A

However, even when elementally schools are ietrved from consideration,

these tables show that these areas elicit far lower satisfaction

levels than we found for other school functions.

There are also interesting( trends within thegenerally high

ratings given in certain areas. For example, curriculum was given

high marks, but school board members felt that curricular materials

were effectively movidified or updated far more often than they felt
Lt.

that a good job was done'developing innovative materials.

The ritsponses to our survey showed other areas of strength

and weakness within the Small school setting. To a great extent,

these are the virtues and defects identified by other researchers 1

(tf. Fratoe, 1980; Schneider, 1980) working on non-quantitative

studies. Our questionnaires systematically validated many reports

recognized as intuitively true by ru4al schools scholars and

practitioners.

P
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Rural teachers and administrator,s genera/1y found strength in

small classes,
A

easy scheduling, individualization of instruction,

and close intoriction and coopeiation among students, teachers, and

community meinbers. They found weakness in restricted course offer-
%

ings, multi-grade.classes, Large numbers, of preparations (without Ve

time to do \them adequately) and limited facilitits and supplies.

To what extent are these strengths and weaknesses- a function of

smallness? Clearly, close interaction and cooperatison among staff,

paredts and students are facilitated by small size. Inadequate

facilities and supplies, on the other hand, are probably more a

function of poverty (or unwillingness'to spend money). To some degree,

low funding ievel4eare correlated with small size," since most state

funding formulae are bashd on Per-pupil allocations, and thus small

schools Are penalized,forlmallness. But the vast differences in

wealth among the schools surveyed indicate that this penalty is far

from uniformly impod.

Other issues, such as ease of scheduling, are not so easily

viewed as abs*olute functions of school size. In field site visits,

' we have found that other factors come into play. Some school plants

facilitate innovative schedulltg, others may, not. Some administrators
4

encourage staff to team-teach, or to schedule correlated classes

back-to-back. Others, make every effort to run a school of 300 as though

it were a School of 3000. Organization of a small school to take

advantage of smallness is, we suspect, a function of factoirs like how

willing and able an administrator is to recognize the possible poten-
t

tial of limited size.



What Does It All Mean?
4

We have looked at the commonly held goals of small schools.

It is clear pat rural communities are gtnerally satisfied with

their small schools. It is equally clear that they are aware of

some of the probln-their small schools face. Can we say, from

these data, that,small schools accomplish their goals?

Not necessarily. There are many differences among the-small

rural schools in our sample. We know thht, overall., the communities

we surveyed believe their schools are meeting the most important

objectives they set out to achieve': training in basic academic

skills; preparatipn for work, for parenthood and citizenship;

acquainting children with the world beyond the local community;

and service as a community institution. But we also know that some

small schools are doing a superb job in all these areas, and that

others are not. We know that som e schools take advantage of small-
,

A

ness, w hile others suffer from it. We knowthat-many simply ignore
.

is best they can the fact that they are small. In the n ext roiipd

of data analysis, we plan to examine the factors which influence /

these attitudes, and how different strategies Of dealing with small-

,ness affect the outcomes of schooling.
.
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